We investigate the spin-dependent splitting systematically by considering spin Hall effect of light and in-plane spin separation of light simultaneously, when a Gaussian beam is reflected from an air-glass interface. It is revealed that there exhibits a spindependent splitting rotation with the increase of the polarization angle, and the rotation direction and speed can be controlled by the incident angle. Remarkably, with the polarization angle increasing from 0
Introduction
The spin Hall effect of light (SHEL) refers to that photons with opposite spin angular momenta will acquire transverse shifts and diverge from each other in the direction perpendicular to the incident plane, when a Gaussian beam propagates through an inhomogeneous medium, leading to the spin-dependent splitting [1] - [4] . The SHEL is essentially a polarization-dependent effect, whose origin is attributed to the spin-orbital interaction, and can be explained by the angular momenta conservation [5] - [8] . In a sense, SHEL can be regarded as a well-known transverse Imbert-Fedorov (IF) shift [9] - [11] . A similar spin-dependent splitting phenomenon in the incident plane, called inplane spin separation of light (IPSSL), has also been found, which can be viewed as a kind of Goos-Hänchen (GH) shift [12] , [13] . Above-mentioned spin-dependent splitting phenomena have attracted much attention because of the high scientific value and tremendous potential in application. Researchers have explored SHEL and IPSSL in various physical systems, such as high-energy physics [14] , [15] , semiconductor physics [16] - [19] , optical physics [20] , [21] , metamaterials [22] , [23] and plasmon physics [24] - [28] .
In addition to the study of SHEL in different physical systems, people also have investigated it at medium interfaces, of which the typical one is air-glass interface. In 2008, Hosten and Kwiat used quantum weak measurement technology to observe spin Hall effect (SHE) of light refracted from an air-glass interface [29] . Since then, a lot of investigations on SHEL have been carried out at air-glass interface [30] - [36] . IF spatial shift of Gaussian beam reflected from an air-prism interface at the Brewster angle was studied and discussed [37] , and some new spin-dependent splitting phenomena, such as spin angular-splitting [38] , scattering-related spin-splitting [39] and asymmetric spin-splitting [40] , [41] , were discovered. In recent years, some researchers have begun to study the transaction properties by considering the SHEL and IPSSL simultaneously. Aiello et al. derived analytic expressions for GH and IF shifts [42] , [43] . Pichugin et al. investigated the GH and IF shifts of higher-order Laguerre-Gaussian beams reflected from a dielectric slab [44] . Qin et al. comparatively analyzed transverse and in-plane spin separations, and mentioned the possible spin-dependent splitting rotation [10] . However, to our best knowledge, the phenomena of spindependent splitting rotation and their causes have not been systematically studied so far, nor their general laws have been obtained.
In this paper, we systematically investigate the spin-dependent splitting rotation of a Gaussian beam reflected from an air-glass interface by considering SHEL and IPSSL simultaneously. Firstly, on the basis of the planar angular spectrum theory, we establish a spin-dependent splitting model for describing beam propagation by introducing Stocks parameter S 3 , and derive the expression of transverse and in-plane spin separations induced by SHEL and IPSSL of reflected beam. Secondly, we analyze the influences of polarization angle and incident angle on the total spin-dependent splitting theoretically, and the general laws of splitting rotation are found. Finally, we adopt instances to further demonstrate and analyze the general laws at θ = θ B , θ < θ B and θ > θ B . Figure 1 illustrates the beam-propagation model of a Gaussian beam reflected from an air-glass interface. The z axis of laboratory Cartesian frame (x, y, z) is normal to the interface at z = 0, and coordinate frame (x i , y i , z i ) and (x r , y r , z r ) correspond to the incident and reflected electric fields. Here, the light beam is incident on the interface along z i direction at incident angle θ and reflected along z r direction. Remarkably, explicit spin-dependent splitting of reflected beam occurs in both x r direction (the direction of IPSSL) and y r direction (the direction of SHEL) as a result of the spinorbital angular momentum interaction. δ y+ and δ y− denote the transverse spin separation of left-and right-handed circularly, δ x+ and δ x− represent the in-plane spin separation of left-and right-handed circularly, respectively. We consider a monochromatic Gaussian beam reflected from the air-glass interface, whose angular spectrum can be written as [45] 
Theoretical Analysis
Here, a = i , r represent the incident and reflected beam. k ax , k ay , k az are the components of the wave-vector k a of the incident and reflected beam in x a , y a , z a direction, and their relation is 
ay . E r k rx , k ry denotes the angular spectrum of reflected beam. To obtain the reflected filed, we can establish the relationship between incident and reflected angular spectrum by using the coordinate rotation. From the boundary condition, with the relationship between the incident and reflected wave-vector k rx = −k i x , k ry = −k iy , the reflected angular spectrum can be given by [40] 
Here,
denote the angular spectrum for the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) polarizations of reflected and incident beam, respectively. r s and r p refer to the Fresnel reflection coefficients for the H and V polarized beam, k 0 = 2π/λ is wave number in free space, and λ represents the wavelength. In general, the arbitrary linearly polarized beam can be viewed as an overlap of left-and right-handed polarized beam. Therefore, H and V polarization states can be written as follows,
where E + and E − indicate the angular spectrum of left-and right-handed polarized components. According to Eqs. (3)- (5), the expressions of the reflected angular spectrum can be defined as
Here, δ
Remarkably, in expression (6) and (7), the term exp(±i k ry δ H ,V r ) corresponds to the root cause of SHEL, namely, the spin-orbital interaction. Assumed that the polarization state of incident is arbitrary, which can be expressed by Jones matrix as (cos γ, exp(i φ) sin γ)
T . Here, φ illustrates the phase difference between the x and y polarized components (φ = 0 corresponds to the linear polarization state), γ describes the azimuth angle of the light wave oscillation direction with respect to x direction. Substituting (6) and (7) into (4) and (5), we can get the reflected field distributions as follows,
where R = k 0 w 2 0 /2 is the Rayleigh distance. It is well known that Stocks parameters S 3 can be used to indicate the circular polarization of light. S 3 > 0 and S 3 < 0 imply left-and right-handed elliptically polarized beam, S 3 = +1 and S 3 = −1 represent the left-and right-handed circularly polarized beam, respectively. Therefore the spin-dependent splitting can be intuitively represented by S 3 whose expression can be written as follow,
Here, arg E H r
and arg E V r are the phases of reflected field for the H and V polarized beam. At discretionarily given transmission distance z r , the centroid displacement expressions can be defined as follows,
where I (x r , y r , z r ) ∝ S r · e rz , namely, the electric field intensity distribution is proportional to the Poynting vector, and Poynting vector S r ∝ Re[E * r × H r ], magnetic field strength H r = −i k r ∇ × E r . Here, E r represents electric field strength, E * denotes the complex conjugate of the reflected field.
Results and Discussion
In this section, we will adopt the spin-dependent splitting model at an air-glass interface, as shown in Fig. 1 , to study the optical transmission properties by considering the SHEL and IPSSL simultaneously in the case of linearly polarized incidence. We mainly focus on the influences of different polarization angles and incident angles on spin-dependent splitting. It is well known that there exists an amazing reflection behavior of the beam at Brewster angle θ B , and different transmission properties are exhibited when incident angle θ is larger or less than θ B [10] , [46] . In the following simulations, we assume the refractive index of the glass to be 1.515, so that the Brewster angle in the interface is θ B = 56.57
• . Firstly, we study the general laws on the spin-dependent splitting, the pseudo-color images of direction and distance of spin-dependent splitting with different polarization angles and incident angles are shown in Fig. 2 . The splitting direction can be described by the angle between the separation direction of right-handed circularly polarized component and x r direction, and the angle can be expressed as 180 arctan δ y /δ x /π. On the basis of this expression, we can infer that the splitting direction angles of 0
• , 90
• and −90 • correspond to x r , y r and −y r directions, respectively. From Fig. 2 , we can verify that there exists an amazing reflection behavior of the beam and the direction and distance of spin-dependent splitting are supernormal near θ = θ B = 56.57
• . Specifically, at θ < θ B , the splitting direction forms a 180
• clockwise rotation from y r to x r and then to −y r directions, and the more θ close to θ B , the faster the splitting initially rotates to x r direction. At θ > θ B , the splitting rotates ∼180
• totally from −y r to x r and then to −y r direction, and the initial rotation from −y r to x r direction speeds up when θ close to θ B or 90
• . By the way, we mainly focus on studying the spin-dependent splitting near θ B , so we do not discuss the phenomena at θ = 90
• in next works. Their initial rotational speeds of splitting to x r direction both become larger as the θ approaches to θ B , thus at θ = θ B , the spin-dependent splitting forms a 90
• clockwise rotation from x r to −y r direction. In the following simulation, an attempt to further demonstrate these general laws and analyze their causes is done by instances at θ = θ B , θ < θ B and θ > θ B .
Secondly, we take instances to demonstrate the transmission laws of spin-dependent splitting at θ = θ B . Figure 3 shows the intensity distributions of Stocks parameter S 3 at polarization angles
• , 60
• and 90
• . It is revealed that there exists a spin-dependent splitting rotation clockwise from x r to −y r direction with the increase of γ, which is consistent with the general laws obtained in Fig. 2(a) . To explain the mechanism of this phenomenon, we also plot the dependence of spin-dependent displacements δ x,y± induced by the SHEL and IPSSL on γ as shown in Fig. 4 . We can find that with the increase of γ, for not only in-plane spin separation δ x± but also transverse spin separation δ y± , the left-and right-handed circularly polarized components are equal in splitting magnitude while opposite in splitting direction. Thus we only need to consider the variation of the right-handed circularly polarized component in the following discussions. Combined with Fig. 3 , we can conclude that the rotation is the result of the various proportions between in-plane spin separation and transverse spin separation. Specifically, at γ = 0
• , there appears a remarkable δ x+ but a tiny δ y+ , so that the IPSSL plays a dominant role comparing with SHEL, causing the spindependent splitting in x r direction [see Fig. 3(a) ]. With the increase of γ, δ x+ shows a significant exponential decrease but δ y+ remains stable, thus the proportion of the SHEL gradually grows, leading to the splitting rotates constantly [see Fig. 3(b)-(e) ]. When γ increases to 90
• , δ x+ keeps decreasing to 0, hence the SHEL replays a dominant role in the spin-dependent splitting and the splitting is in −y r direction [see Fig. 3(f)] .
Thirdly, we demonstrate the transmission laws of spin-dependent splitting at θ < θ B . Figure 4 describes the intensity distributions of Stocks parameter S 3 at γ = 0
• , 15
• in the cases of θ = 30
• and 45
• . It is found that there exists a 180
• spin-dependent splitting rotation clockwise from y r to x r and then to −y r direction with the increase of γ, which is in good agreement with the general laws observed in Fig. 2(a) . Comparing Fig. 5(a) -(f) with Fig. 5(a') -(f') we can find that the initial rotation from y r to x r direction speeds up as θ approaches to θ B , thus for θ = θ B the initial rotation disappears, and the direction of splitting varies from y r to x r direction at γ = 0
• [see Fig. 3(a) ]. To analyze the cause of these interesting phenomena, we plot the dependence of the spin-dependent displacements δ x,y + induced by SHEL and IPSSL on polarization angle γ as shown in Fig. 6 . We can find from Fig. 6 that the SHEL plays a dominant role at γ = 0
• owing that the value of δ y+ is much larger than δ x+ , thus there emerges a splitting in y r direction [see Fig. 5(a) ]. When γ increases from 0
• to about 29
• ), δ y+ decreases to 0 and the proportion of the SHEL decreases constantly, so that the splitting rotates to x r direction. As γ continually increases to 90
• , there exists a spin accumulation reversal of the transverse spin separation induced by SHEL, which makes δ y+ grow oppositely, thus the splitting rotates clockwise from x r to −y r direction. According to the above analyses, we can further prove that the spin-dependent splitting rotation is the result of the various proportions of δ x+ and δ y+ in the spin-dependent splitting with the increase of γ.
Finally, we demonstrate the transmission laws of spin-dependent splitting at θ > θ B . Figure 7 displays the intensity distribution of Stocks parameter S 3 at different polarization angle γ = 0
• in the cases of θ = 58
• and 70
• . It is found that the spindependent splitting rotates in a maximum angle counterclockwise from −y r to x r direction and then returns to −y r direction with the increase of γ, which is in accordance with the general laws observed in Fig. 2(a) . Comparing Fig. 7(a) -(h) with Fig. 7(a' )-(h'), we can easily find that the spin-dependent splitting has a rapid initial rotation from −y r to x r direction when θ is near to θ B , thus for θ = θ B the initial rotation disappears, and the direction of splitting varies from −y r to x r direction at γ = 0
• , which is consist with the circumstance in Fig. 3(a) . To clarify the causes of these phenomena, we also plot the spin-dependent displacements δ x,y+ with the change of γ, as shown in Fig. 8 . We can obtain that at θ of 58
• (70 • ), δ x+ increases first and then decreases but δ y+ keeps decreasing, and spin accumulation reversal does not occur here, so that the splitting only conducts a rotation within 90
• . Specifically, the SHEL plays a dominant role at γ = 0 • due to δ x+ approximating to zero and δ y+ being a large negative value, hence the splitting concentrate at −y r direction [see Fig. 7(a) and (a') ]. Similarly, with γ increases from 0
• to 90 • , δ x shows a maximum value, leading to the splitting rotates counterclockwise in a maximum angle to x r direction gradually. When γ increases to 90
• , the SHEL regains its dominant role, therefore the splitting rotates clockwise and returns to −y r direction [see Fig. 7 (h) and (h')]. Based on the above analysis, these phenomena can also be considered as the result of different proportions between in-plane spin separation and transverse spin separation.
Conclusion
In summary, we have established the spin-dependent splitting model of the linearly polarized beam reflected from an air-glass interface, and systematically investigated the influence laws of polarization angle and incident angle on spin-dependent splitting by considering the SHEL and IPSSL simultaneously. With the increase of polarization angle γ from 0
• to 90
• , the spin-dependent splitting occurs explicit rotation, and both the direction and speed of which can also be controlled by incident angle θ. Specifically, the splitting shows a 180
• clockwise rotation from y r to x r and then to −y r direction at θ < θ B . While at θ > θ B , the final splitting shows a ∼ 180 • rotation in total, which rotates counterclockwise from −y r to x r direction in a maximum angle less than 90
• and returns clockwise to −y r direction. Their initial rotation speeds of spin-dependent splitting to x r direction become larger as the incident angle θ approaches to Brewster angle θ B , thus at θ = θ B the splitting only forms a 90
• clockwise rotation from x r to −y r direction. After getting these general laws, we then have adopted several instances to demonstrate the rotation behaviors of the spin-dependent splitting, and found these behaviors are the result of the various proportions between the transverse spin separation induced by the SHEL and in-plane spin separations induced by the IPSSL. These findings may provide a potential way to manipulate the spin of photons in optical nanodevices and even perform precision measurement of the polarization states.
